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I.    BECEKT DEVbWfóEHTS AHI) PRINCIPAL PROALES 

1. World production of crude  3teel  increased  between  I960 and  l;)t>r> 

by an annual rate of 6,3 per cent  and reached a volume of almont 442 

million tons.-'   i.ost of the  crude  steel output is produced in the indus- 

trialized countries.    In 1965»  only 3.8 per cent  of world production 

originated  in the developing countries of Africa,  Latin America and the 

Par and fuddle East,  as shown by the data given  in table 1 (below).    It 

further shows that the total  proportion of those countries him been 

increasing,  from as little as 1.6 per cent in 1933 and 2.8 per cent in 

I960, to 3.8 per cent in 1965. 

2. The  figures on crude steel productif: and on  consumption (csee tabl.^, 

1 and 2)  reflect the gap in economic development,  particularly indu, t ria 

development,  between the developing and the industrialized countrinr.. 

Since steel  products are used in all sectors of  t.-.K economy (mainly in 

construction, machinery manufacture, motor vehicles,  consumers' durables 

etc.), the low proportion held by the developing countries in total world 

consumption of steel (in crude steel equivalents)  of not mor« than 7.2 per 

cent in 1965»  shows that some of the main steel-using sectors in thoco 

countries were either non-existent  or undeveloped. 

3«      Since  the bulk of 3teel  production originates in industrialized 

countries and is also consumed there, world developments in this aector 

are characterized by the trends in those countries.    Development of the 

steel output of developing countries, or availability of steel through 

their importo,  is influenced to a noticeable degree by the situation of the 

steel market in industrialized countries. 

1/ This figure excludes an estimated 10 million tons for China ( ¡¿Unland ) 
for which no official production data are published. 

/... 
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4. Ir, a number oí"  important  steel-consuming and  producing' countries, 

particular].y   in Western Europe,   Japan and the  United states,   the  steul 

market has  been marked   ! y a certain disequilibrium between demand and 

supply.    This has   prevailed  :-:ir.co about   19SÖ.     i'iie  situation has   boen one 

of over-capacity of production,  resulting in strong competition - first,  in 

the  international  market and later,  in the domestic markets of some of the 

main producing countries.     The consequent   full  in prices,   both for export 

and  for domestic  sales,   i.;s reached such dimensions that,   in some  countries, 

it has caused difficulties for the steel  industry?    necessary re-investment 

Qnd modernisation,   or even expansion •; !' capacity to keep step with the 

growth of domestic consuming sectors,   have been endangered.    Á brief 

description of the  factors and developments,   during the various periods 

which led to the present situation,  is given  below. 

5. In the years foilov/inff '''orld !mr II,  the demand for steel increased at 

a rapid pace.    This was due to a considerable backlog in demand for manu- 

factured  goods containing steel  - a demand that could not  be satisfied 

during the war - and also to the considerable reconstruction requirements 

of the countries  in Europe and Asia which had suffered the most from war 

devastation.    Steel was rather scarce and fetched a high price 1    since demand 

in many countries was increasing at a rate which an expansion of capacity 

could not possibly match,  steel prices were also increasing,  especially in 
2/ 

the international market.-'  The pressure of demand and the attraction of an 

upward price level  brought a noticeable expansion of capacity, with stress 

g/ Between 1950 and 1937,  the average export price of merchant bars (Thomas 
quality,  f.o.b, Antwerp) from ECSC member countries to third markets had 
increased from US £ 65,20 to US $128.00 per ton,  or by 96 per cent. 
This trend is also found for other steel products, e.g. heavy plates, 
heavy sections and wire rodsj    price increases in domestic markets were 
leas important. 

/... 
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on new equipment for finished steel rolling,     i'hu.i,  inventnei.t it.  th«   iron 

and steel industry of countries of the European Coal und ¿iteti Cot::;:.ut:it,y 

(ECSC) grew from US $454 million in 1954 to US ¿708 million in 195 (, or by 

55*9 per cent. 

6#      This situation of a "sellers' market" underwent a change afun- Ij'Y» 

at least in Western Europe and Japan.    The rate of increase of nicol   Ift-.-md 

in those countries showed a certain slackening» an.! this  trend has continued. 

The following rates of growth of apparent conoumption of oteel   (in crude 

steel equivalents)  illustrate this further» 

Table 3 

Batta.of growth of apparent stesi consumption 

(percentages, compound rates) 

Country or region 

ECSC countries 

United Kingdom 

Japan 

i?y v> mi 
10.43 

4.6 

1T.75 

1957 to 1965 

4.5 
2.5 

11.05 

7. This development began..in the United States during 1956»    consumption 

had increased between 1950 and 1955 by 3.6 per cent a year?    between 1955 

and 195Ô) it IFBMi by 4.2 per cent a year. 

8. The change-over from a "sellers' market" to a "buyers' market" ir, 

fax cher shown by a comparison of the growth rates of demand {an oxpre,u:e>I 

by apparent consumption in crude steel equivalents) and of crude steel 

output in the IC8C countries, the United Kingdom and Japan 1    data for the 

United States are also given, but the developments in that market were of 

a special nature and will be discussed separately. 

/-.. 
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Table 4 

Comparison of annual growth rates in demand and production of steel 

(percentages, compound rates) 

Country and period 

BC5C countries 

19% to 1957 

1957 to 1965 

United Kingdom 

1950 to 1957  # 

1957 to 1965 

1950 to 1957 

1957 to 1965 

United States 

1950 to 1955 

1955 to 1958 

1958 to 1965 

9.  The above table shows that during the period 1950-1957» when there 

was a "sellers' market", the growth rate of demand was higher than that 

of production in the ECSC area, in the United Kingdom and Japan. In the 

ensuing period, 1957-1965» which is generally called a "buyers' market", 

the situation had reversed, with growth rates of output being higher than 

those of demand. This was due also to the fact that there were compelling 

reasons to employ the capacities, set up in times of increasingly strong 

demand, which were then coming to fruition. Investments in the iron and 

steel industry of some countries showed, in 1958 and 1959» a spontaneous 

reaction to the slackening of demand} in the ECSC area, for example, the 

actual investment expenditure decreased from US I708 million in 1957 to 

US $587 million in 1959 (by 17 per cent). 

A- 

Consumption Production 

10.4 9.5 

4.5 4.65 

4.6 4.2 

2.5 2.8 

11*15 I4.9 

11.05 15*85 

Ï.6  " 3.9 

4.2 8.0 

7.8 6.35 
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10. The situation in the United otates differed from that in Europe :;KI 

Japan.    In the United otates,  the period 1950-19"?!) (during the latter 

year,  steel consumption was at a peak level which was not reached  -ifair. 

until I963) was characterised by a faster growth of production than «i 

consumption.    If the argument used above for other countries i;, valid,  tuere 

was a "buyers'  market".    In 1956,   this situation deteriorated into  ur. 

absolute decrease of consumption and an even greater fall in production 

of steel.    Since 1958»  the United States market has been in a phase of 

considerable expansion.    From a comparison of growth rates for consumption 

and production,  it would appear that a "sellers'  market" situation obtain;!, 

although the relatively lover growth rate for atee1  output is partly duo  »o 

an increasing share of importea steel (mainly from Japan and Western Kuropu). 

The argument that there is a sellers' market situation seems to be  further 

strengthened by the fact that repeated increases in domestic prices, caused 

by rising production costs,  have had no visible "braking" influence on the 

striking growth of demand since I96I for home-produced steel, which io 

almost entirely used in the domestic market. 

11. The slackening of demand in some Western European countries,  which 

brought about the turn in the steel market situation,  can be ascribed to a 

number of factors!    in a number of countries, the growth in certain impor- 

tant steel-consuming sectors was at a slower pace, with a corresponding 

fall in investments.    This had repercussions on the rate of expansion of 

steel demand, and these were further accentuated by the tendency of con- 

sumers to reduce,  in  times of recession,  their rate of investments in 

stocka of component parts and in work in progress. 

12. Another important influence of a long-term character arises in countri^u 

where,  as economic development reaches higher levels,   snifta occur in the 

industrial structure;     these affect not only the product pattern of demand 

for finished steel,  but also its level.    Such changes  in ¡structure   invul m 

the familiar trend towards greater expenditure on services which do not, 

of necessity,   belong to the  category of steel-intenüive öoetorü of   thu 

economy. 

A.. 

...s«W 
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13.     Other factortXvhich may have   yh>yel a role in decreasing the  rate of 

increase  of steel demand and consumption in mont industrialised countries 

(except  the ^viet  Union and other social ist  countries of Eastern Lurope) 

include  the following:     improvement of the mechanical and  other properties 

of steel  products,   leading to a lower specific consumption of steel, 

standardization of steel products  and manufactured goods  containing steel J 

trends in industrial design and in construction, towards lighter and more 

elegant products and structures;    measures for rationalisation,  automation 

and higher productivity, entailing economy also in steel  products, and 

substitution of steel by such materials as aluminium, plastics,  asbestos- 

cement,  glass,  timber,  particle board,  fibre-board,  copper etc. 

14, It is not possible, of course, to measure the impact  that each of 

these factors has had on the growth of steel demand (nor is the list of 

factors complete).    However,  it can be assumed that all have contributed 

to the slower growth of demand in .vestern Europe and Japan. 

15. If demand increased at a reduced rate,  this was not  the case with 

investments.    Steel  producers in many industrialized countries had embarked, 

in some cases,  on ambitious programmes of expansion or modernization, which 

appeared to be almost a necessity in view of growing competition.    Ás an 

example,   investment data on ECSC countries and the United Kingdom are given 

below. « 

2¿ For a detailed description, see The European 3t«#I Market in 1962« 
Economic Commission for Europe, Geneva, I963, pp« 13~15« 

A- 
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Table  «? 

Investments  in lue  iron and steel   industry 
of ECSC member countries and in the United Kingdom 

"ear Millions of US 

545.1 

à •illions ûf i. 

1952 65.0 

1953 541.8 49.0 

1954 453.5 5I.6 

1955 524.3 58.3 

1956 509.9 75.1 

1957 708.? 94.7 

1958 643.6 I05.3 

1959 586,6 96.8 

• i960 775.2 I46.O 

1961 1,123.1 I98.7 

1962 1,230.3 I70.I 

1963 1,479.5 76.8 

1964 1,315.3 54.8 

1965 934.9 49.6 

Source:    Communauté européenne du charbon et 
l»es investissements dans les indust- 

de '. 
ries 

L'acier, Haute Autorite, 
du charbon et  de  l'acier 

Luxembourg.    195S,   19^3 and 1966$ "and the Iron and Steel  Board 
Annual  Statistics,   published  jointly by the  Iron and Steel  Board 
and the  Britisn Iron and Steel  Federation,   London (various year;-,). 

16. It will b©  seen that  the previous  trend of growth was resumed  in ECSC 

countries in I96Ü, reaching a record level in I963 (the year when world 

market prices for steel productu reached their lowest level).    The trend 

in the United Kingdom was similar,   but  the peak of investment expenditure 

was reached earlier, in 1961» and the ensuing decrease was much  ntrunger 

than in ECSC countries. 

17. The trend in investments that led to a considerable expansion of capacity 

was even stronger in Japan.    In the United States,  capacity was  aleo »^xpanaod, 

A- 
* 
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but apparently at a more modest rate  than in "estern Europe and Japan. 

The resulting exceso capacity iß difficult to measurej    some sources 

claim that, at times,  there were about 75 million tons of unused  capacity 

for making crude steel  in Western Europe, the United otates and Japan 

alonet     this would represent about one quarter of "-he present crude 

steel output in those countries.    Although it seems that the figure quoted 

may comprise a good deal of "marginal capacity" which,  in view of its 

comparatively low productivity and consequent high operating costs,  could 

only be used under boom conditions,   it still gives an impression of the 

situation. 

18.    Figures on the rate of uae of rolling and finishing capacity are very 

ecant,  tout it can be assumed that the rate was similar to that shown above 

for crude steel making.    This is confirmed by the following comparison of 

data published by the High Authority of the ECSC. 

Table 6 

Comparison of "maximum possible production" of certain finished 
ateel products with actual output data of the same product» 

(in percentages) 

Product 1251 12& Ml 

all finished rolled products 88.5 82.9 76.0 

Total flat products 88.4 82.1 73*2 

Strip (incl. tube strip) 85.4 81.8 76,1 

Heavy and medium plate 91 «8 81 • 3 72.4 

Sheets, hot-rolled 87.4 73*1 56.O 

Sheets, cold-rolled 85*7 85,4 75*3 

Heavy and light sections (incl.  rounds 
and squares for tubes) 88.9        83.3        77.6 

.Vire rods 87.2       85.0        82.3 

Source s  Communauté européenne du charbon et de l'acier, Haute Autorite, 
Les investissements dans les industries du charbon et de l'acier, 
Luxembourg.    Í958, 1963 and 19o6. 

/... 

Í 
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19«    It is evident  that in the countries of the European Coal and  vJteel 

Community, aa a whole,  no more than 76 per cent of the rolling; and 

finishing capacity was used in I965»    The situation was the worst  of all 

for hot-rolled sheets (with % per cent capacity use)  and was best  for 

wire rods (with 82.3 per cent capacity use).    It is also noted that  the 

rate of capacity use has deteriorated considerably,  in comparison with 

I957 and also in comparison with I962,  thus reflecting the strong increase 

of investments for expansion of capacity in a period of relatively slow 

increase in consumption of steel. 

20.    The foregoing analysis has dealt exclusively with steel-produein¿^ 

countries in Western Europe, with the United States and Jman.    It  is 

believed that developments in those countries, accounting \a 196*3 for 

64 per cent of world crude steel consumption,^* and for about 70 per cent 

of the total volume of world trade in steel, are the cause of and 

characteristic of the world steel market situation.    However, mention 

should also be made of developments in the Soviet Union and other oocialist 

countries   of Bast em Europe, where crude steel production and consumption 

have made rapid progress in the past I5 years, as shown by the data given 

below (thousands of tons and percentages)! 

4/ Excluding China (Mainland) 

A- 
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Table  7 

Apparent   cüm:uaption of  nte'.-l 

(in thousands of tonu, and percentages) 

1951 I960 1965 
Region or country 

loop t.   < looo t.   I       loco t,,   ± 
j. * -w A^r, 5.9 20,770     6.4     31,700     7*2 Total developing countries 13,060 5.9 A,,í- 

^:frÍalÍZel 222,140 94.1 303,430    93.6    410,092   92.8 

of°lich.    soviet Union 36,772 13.6      63,513    19-5      86,604   19.6 
,-   . i i ion     c,-8     24.097      7.4      30,834 •  7.0 Other Eastern 13, l<®      J»°      ^>w7i       < 

Lur opean 
other countries m,«*1 72.7 217,820   66.7   292,654   66.2 

Total »rid (.„1. China              236,000 !00.C    326,200 100.0 441,800 100.0 
Mainland) 

Production of crude steel 
1953               I960 1965 

Region or country                                  £U¿              -*— -*""* 
looo t.    i     ÍQ09 h i 1S£2-Í* -* 

Total developing countries              3,694     1.6        9,282 2.8 16,977 3.8 

T°cíÍnírie8trÍalÍMd                     229.406   98.4    318,768 97.2 427,023 96.2 

o/whlch.    Soviet Union                  38,100    16.3      65,292 19.9 91,000 20.5 

Other Bastern , ^ ¿., ¿ e 
European                      12,405     5.3      21,171 6.5 28,644 6.5 

Other countries          178,901   76.8   232,305 70.8 307,379 69.2 

Total world (excl. China 233,100 100.0    328,05C 100.0    444,000 100.0 
Mainland) 

21.    Both sete of figures show that these countries accounted in 1965 for 

27 per cent of both the apparent world consumption and the world production 

of crude  steel.    In 1953,   this proportion was  only alitfitly more  than 21 per 

cent.    Á comparison of data   on apparent  consumption in this region with data 

on crude  stot-l  production  reveals: that  in 1953,   the EaDtern European counties 

/... 
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were self-sufficient  in their steel  supply,  if  considered ac a group,  while 

in I965 their production of crude  steel was 2.2 million tono higher than 

consumption.    In other words,  the region had  become a net-exporter of ateel, 

after being a net-importer for many years (in i960,  net-importa of steel 

still stood at 1.2 million tons,   crude steçl-weight). 

22.    These tonnages,  exported from the Soviet Union and other Kastern 

European countries, appeared on the international market at a time when 

export prices had started to decline.    As stated earlier,  the change from 

a sellers'  to a buyers' market and the availability of increasing tspare 

capacities had led to strong competition in the export markets.    The volume 

of world trade in steel was growing at a rapid pace» although export prices 

of most producta had been falling since 1957»  with a short interruption of the 

declining trend in 1959«   The following data on world exports of semi-finished 

and finished steel products provide further confiroation of this point. 

Table 8 

Volua» of world trade in aeai-finished and finished steel 

(million» of tons» actual tonnage) 

1950 

1953 

1955 

1957 

I960 

mi 
1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

15.8 

I6.4 

26,1 

30.8 

39.4 

39*2 

42.3 

44.7 

52.O 

59.5 

23.   The growth of steel exports between 1953 and I965 wac by 10.23 per cent 

annually;    crude steel production increased during the same period by only 

5.35 per cent a year.    Since the decline in export prices after 1937 wa¡; very 
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considerable, .orne of the steel-exporting countries attempted to curtail 

the export, to markets whore price levels were lowest, aa the result of 

Btiff competition, and to sell more steel in the domestic markets of the 

main steel-producing countries of V'eetem Europe and in the United States. 

However, this did not bring a halt in the export of steel products; 

the result was merely a slight decrease in tne rote of increase of exports, 

from more than 13 per cent in the period 1953-1957 to 8.6 per cent in the 

period 1957-1965« 

24. The figures given below show the changing pattern in the origin of steel 

exports. It is noted that in 1950, more than 86 per cent of the total steel 

exports still originated in the ECSC countries, the United Kingdom and the 

United States. By I960, their share in total exports had decreased to 73 

per cent, and in I965 it was only 60 per cent. This was due mainly to %fae 

increasing importance of Japan and of the ¿ovist Union and other Eastern 

European countries as international suppliers of steel.  It should also be 

noted that the group of "other countries« (listed below) ha. expanded its 

ahare. In 1950, this group comprised such countries as Austria, Canada, 

Norway and Sweden, which were exporting specialties of neighbouring countries, 

but in I965 the exports of ordinary steel products from Australia, Denmark, 

Finland, Greece, Portugal, South Africa, Spain and Yugoslavia were included 

in the group. These exports appeared on the market, together with smaller 

quantities of low-priced exports from certain developing countries (e.g. 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile and India) at a time when export prices for certain 

products had dropped to a level at which even long-standing, large-scale 

producers refused to sell, since transactions at such prices were no longer 

profitable. Over the past few years, repeated attempts have been made to 

reach an agreement between exporting countries with a view to limiting the 

almost ruinous competition that had emerged. However, the increased number 

of exporters and the legal difficulties in certain countries have so far 

prevented such a world-wide arrangement. 

/... 
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1222 I960 1965 

54.9 58.5 50.1 

15.1 7.9 6.5 

6.8 12.5 15.9 

16.3 6.9 3.8 

3.4 5.7 16.2 

3.5 8,5 JU£ 
100.0 100.0 100,0 

Table 9 

Origin of world trade' in steel, 1950t I960 and 1965 

(percentages of total) 

Exporting country or region 

ICSC countries 

United Kingdom 

Socialist countries of Rastern 
Europe 

United States 

Japan 

Other countries 

Total 

2%   The considerable fall in prices in the export market for steel, however, 

has not brought a very strong increase in the use of steel or,  in the absence 

of increasing domestic production,  in the steel imports of developing 

countries.    Their net-imports of steel increased between I960 and I965»  from 

11,5 million tons (crude steel equivalent) to 14.7 million tons, or ty an 

annual rate of 5 per cent, while their crude steel output grew by about 12.9 

per cent a year.    Judging from data on the destination of steel export's, it 

was the steel consumers in industrialized countries who benefited the moat 

from the depressed price-level.    The share of industrialized countries in 

world imports of finished steel products increased from 65.? per cent in 

I95O to 75.3 per cent in i960,  and reached 80 per cent in I965.    This is also 

brought out by the figures given below. 

A- 
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Table 10 

Destination of world trade in 3emi-finiehed and finished steelt 
19-30.  I960 and 1965 

(in thousands of tons and percentages) 

Region of destination 

latin America 

Africa 
(axel. South Africa) 

Far East 
(exel. Japan and China 

(Mainland)) 
Middle East 

1000 t.      £ 

1960 

1000 t.      £ 1000 t. 

2,142.0 14.1 3,024.2 7.9 3,144.6 

875.0 5.8 1,667.7 4*3 1,975.2 

1,227.5 8.1 3,225.3 8,4 4,406.8 

969.6 6.3 1,549.4 4.1 2,120.6 

Í 

5.3 

3.4 

7.5 

3.7 

Total developing countries 5,214.9 34.3   9,466.6    24.7    11,647.2     I9.8 

Total industrialized oountrieBlO,001.0 65.7 28,900.9    75.3    59,543.4     80,2 

Total world —— 
(exel. China (Mainland)) 15,215.9   100.0 38,367.5 100.0 58,821.3  loo.n 

26.    The failure of developing countries to expand more rapidly their ateel 

imports is due partly to the lack of foreign exchange to pay for steel 

imports.    Another reason is that in some regions, as domestic output increase, 

tariffs and other obstacles to import  of steel products are introduced.    a# 

third factor, and an important one is, in many cases, 'the lack of industries 

that transform steel products into manufactured goods.    In the past, a large 

amount of finished steel has been imported by developing countries solely for 

construction purposes,    of this,  only a certain proportion belonged in th. 

category of »creation of infra-structure» or of »building of industrial 

plant».    In other words, a considerable part of the imported Heel was 

»consumed» rather than being used for investment purposes or in metal, 

transforming industries.    This would also explain the stagnation or slow 

/... 
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expansion of Bteel production in many developing countries.    ¿side  from the 

substitution of steel  imports used for "consumption"  purpose.,  there ic, Jittle 

additional demand from growing steel-using industries. 

27.    This brief survey of recent developments has shown that the present 

situation of the steel market, in which over-capacity and stiff competition 

play a prominent role,  is not favourable to an expansion c    capacity in 

general,  or to the creation of new large-scale steel industries in particular. 

It appears to be difficult to find sources to finance steel  plant projects 

at a Urne when the volume of unused capacity in some of the established 

steel-producing countries is more than twice the amount of apparent consump- 

tion of steel in all developing countries together.    However, this in only 

the short-term aspect of the problem, as it emerges from the actual situation 

of the iron and steel market.    For longer-term considerations, it must be 

taken into account that there are few examples    of countries enjoying sustained 

economic growth without domestic iron and steel production.    Such examples 

show also that the establishment and gradual expansion of the iron and steel 

industry have always been an integral part of industrial development, i.e. 

a function of the size of toe market.    Location of iron and steel industries 

in developing countries must therefore form part of a comprehensive industrial 

development programme. 

II.    CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

Use of iron and steel in industrialised and developing countries 

28.    In the absence of more precise statistics, data on apparent consumption 

of steel,  expressed in terms of crude steel equivalents and per head of 

population, can be taken as indicating the importance of a country's steel 

market and even of the level ¿i industrial or economic development.    Tho 

range between the levels existing in individual countries is rather widet 

from 682 kg. ¿er capita in Sweden to 16 kg. in India (during 1965), and  the 

figure is still lower in some of the other developing countries of Asia, 

Africa and Latin America.    When countries are grouped according to j¿er capita 

A- 
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conBumption, the picture given below emerges;  it brings out certain 

differences in the levels of economic and industrial development reached 

and the differences in the type and structure of the economy of the countries 

listed. 

.5.00 kg» and over; 

400 to 500 kst   * 

300 to 400 km 

200 to 300 kg« 

Australia,  Canada,   Czechoslovakia, r'ederal 
Republic of Germany,  Sweden,  United Statesj 

Belgium-Luxembourg,  ¿astern Germany,  United 
Kingdomf 

Denmark, France, Japan, rJetherlands,  Switzerland, 
USSEî 

Austria, Finland, Hungary,  Italy, ¡lew Zealand, 
Norway,  Poland, Romania,  South ¿if rica î 

Argentina, Bulgaria,  Spain, Venezuela,  Yugoslavia} 

Chile, Greece,  Ireland, Mexico,  Portugal? 

Brasil,  China (Mainland), Colombia, India, Turkey« 

100 to 200 kg«. 

50 to 100 kqi 

linde:- 50 k^i 

29» Only a very few industrialized countries have statistical data on 

actual consumption of steel products in the various consuming sectors $ for 

developing countries, such figures are not available. The following dis- 

cusaion of the sector and product patterns of steel use in industrialized 

and developing countries is, therefore, based on estimates derived from 

statistical and other information. 

30. Since the sector pattern of steel use is determined by the type of 

economy, the level of development and a multitude of other factors, figures 

for one country would hardly be typical of a group of countries. The 

estimates given below aro, therefore, based on statistical and other available 

information on several Western European countries, that have slightly dtveloped 

motor-vehicle engineering and shipbuilding industries. They can be con- 

sidered as typical of industrialized countries but the pattern will, of 

course, vary from country to country and over a period of time. 

A- 
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Table 11 

Sector patt9rn of steel use in industrialize! nourhH,» 

(estimatesi     percentages of total use) 

Sector 

wining, railways, permanent construction,  total, 
of which* 

Mining,  crude oil and natural gas 

Electricity supply, gas works, water supply 

Railways (buildings and permanent track) 

Construction 

Manufacture of metal products, total. 

of which» 

Hollow ware and containers 

wire, wire products, fastenings etc. 

Household equipment, non-electricâl 

Engineering industries, total, 
of whiohs 

Machinery,  other than electrical 

Electrical machinery, incl. appliances 

.Manufacture and repair of transport equipment.total. 
of whisht 

Shipbuilding 

Railway and tramway rolling stock 

Motor vehicles,  cycles and aircraft 

Other metal manufacturing^  total 

Other consumers 

Total steel use 

Percentage  of total 
steel uae 

1.9 
0,8 

2.0 

18.2 

19.6 

8.3 

9.4 

1.9 

18,5 

3 3.3 

5.2 

21.8 

5.1 

3.2 

13.5 

11,6 

2.6 

100.0 

Souroei   Aspects of Competition between Steel and Other Materials. 
EOI, Geneva,  1966, table 41. *"" 
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31. It should be noted that metal-transforming industries as a whole 

(i.e. "manufacture of metal products", "engineering industries", "manufac- 

ture and repair of transport equipment", and "other metal manufacturing") 

are estimated as accounting for more than 70 per cent of steel use, and con- 

struction accounts for nearly 20 per cent of the total. The group referred 

to a8 "other consumers" includes agricultural uses of steel, which in 

industrialized countries are of minor importance. 

32. The product pattern of finished steel use is also influenced by the 

industrial or economic structure of a country. The following estimates 

show the situation in industrialized countries of the same type as listed 

above• 

Table 12 

Product pattern of finished steel uae 

£gJV9* Percentage of total use 

Ingots and semi-finished products 3.3 

Railway-track material 

Heavy and light sections 

Wire rods 

Plates 

Sheets 

Strip 

Tinplate 

Tubes and fittings 

Other products 

Total 

2.4 

32.0 

8.0 

15.7 

17.9 

7.6 

3.2 

4*8 

5.1 

100.0 
â^aSSi1    aspects of Competition between Steel and other »fafrt.i,. Kl. Geneva,  I966,  table 4I ¡-*—_ ^-gfifrt^fft **«» 

33.    Flat products, particularly sheets, hold a prominent place among the 

finished steel products used (in the table above,    almost 45 per cent). 

This is due to the importance of these products in motor-vehicle production, 

3 
i 
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machinery manufacture, consumers durables, hollow ware and container., and 

shipbuilding. "Heavy and light sections" form a group comprising a  large 

variety of sizes of qualities, and are maxnly used in construction (about 

40 per cent, since reinforcement material and structural shape, are xncluded 

here), but also in machinery manufacture and in production of transport 

equipment. In the long-established industrialised countr.es, the use of 

railway-track material is of small significance, as demand for theee 

products is mainly for replacement of obsolete track. Tubes and fittings have 

a relatively low proportion of the total since, in the countries on which the 

estimates were based, no special projecte were carried out xn the field of 

crude oil and natural gas (building of long pipelines etc.) the major use 

was in construction (water and gas maino, sewage, and frequently for struc- 

tural purposes) and in machinery manufacture. 

34. As stated previously, there are no statistics on actual consumption of 

steel for any of the developing countries Therefore, apparent consumption 

data for individual finished steel products that can be identified in output 

and trade statistics have been calculated and grouped, in table ]3 below, by 

types of economies (arri cui turai, mixed agricultural and mining, mining 

petroleum). The economies have been clarified on the basis of their export 

structure, rather than the structure of domestic production. It uhould be 

borne in mind that in moat developing countries, there is no ateel-tranafo«^ 

industry large enough to influence the level and product pattern of oteel 

use, despite the fact that «manufacturing» may airead* represent a disable 

share of net domestic product. The main outlet for steel products ic, in 

all types of developing economies, in the construction sector (heavy and light 

sections), the only other common criterion for steel uoe is the predominance 

of any steel-using export sector (e.g. petroleum, mining). Tbi, iB aleo the 

reason why the classification of countries in table 13 ia based on the oxport 

pattern rather than on the contribution of sectors to net-domestic product. 

An attempt has been made to relate levels of ¿er capita consumption of steel 

A.. 
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aia ti. tend to  require  a greater percentage  of rail way-1rack r-, 

countries with  higher  consumption  lovole.     In th.-   IV w cauntroa'   ^ PPd ad 

table 13)   with   the loweot  per capita eteel   consumption,   tuo ¡vrcvM.,,^  oi" 

rolled steel used for railv/uys averaged 9 per cent  in 1962-I9M,  wdilo   i„ 

the eirht  countries with higher concum,tion,  the  proporti,   -, ...   ,,.|v  ..-..   ¡. 
cent . Papoj t: of tube.;. Pipo: fitti.!,,-:,    ;.¡..i    ,..-;,cv.    t.!,.     r    P, 

o ho lia. r  o]' not.    I.h    ¡-o 

£. PP'.Pit-a  con.w^pUwn. 

Venezuela WUL:. 

f 
1 
4 

0 
e 
8 

o 
•y 

ft 

proportion r,i' uthor producta,   larpoly dependa 

io  an oil   producer,  reg,.rdlcoo of itr. over-all 

average  share  of tubes  in concuraption in Iran,  Iraq and 

centj    for all  other countries,  it v/ac just over y per cent. 

Table 13 

Percentage distribution of rolled steel cMsucmtion and per c.anit, 
consumption - 1^62-1904        "" 

Proportion  of products  In total 

If> 

Fer  capita    Rail-    Heavy 
consumption way        and 

4 Country 

A    Indonesia 
If.   Congo (Dem. Rep. 
A    Pakistan 
'i    U.À.R, 
.¡i   Thailand. 
Ali Philippines 
*    India 
P   Iran 
A.,: Pa laysia 
A    Uruguay 
P   Colombia 
h    iirazil 
P    Iraq 

; AP¡ Mexico 
; A   Ardentina 
-    Chile 
?   Venezuela 

*/ 

of oteel» 
1963 
kg. 

3È/ 
8 

ioaj 

11 

14- 
20 
26 
26 
30 
43 
39 
57 
63 
74 
91 

na- li/iht 

Tabea 
ano 
fit- Pin- 

terial  sections Plates Shoota  tirala piai 
ir- 

"ir 
P 
10 

7 
7 

12 

10 

3 

2 
3 
3 
4 
1 
6 

31 
30 
13 
4f 
29 

38^ 
46 
34 
46 
28 
30 
69 
22 
33 
30 
29 

P 
7 
8 

3 
5 
8 

14 
3 

12 
5 
4 
8 
3 
5 

12 
3 
3 

18 
32 
30 
9 

37 
33 
19 
17 
23 
20 
16 
31 
9 

27 
16 
28 
10 

r-i 

11 
13 

8 
18 
11 

n.a, 
?6 

5 
7 
3 

10 
13 
11 

4 
21 

2 
2 
7 
7 
4 

1? 
4 
2 
7 

lu 
6 
1 
3 
4 
5 
5 

11 

j 

7 
9 

7 
13 

7 

r°ur^; ?he european 3'teel Market. iäCB,  Geneva,   (various yearo) and Striatici; .»f 
L world Trade  in Steel. ßC2, Geneva,  (various years). 

••• ri cultural 
economy 

•i>:;- -' agricultural 
'••'•< Mining 
iainp- 
'-troleutr, 

22 

31 
39 
4a 

5.5 

2 
6.5 
1 

32 c- j 

24 
30 
43 

y - 1962}     b/ - 1961 j     c/ -  include 

5.9 
3 

•/ire  ro'. 

O 

¿•'j 

13 

9.9 

10 
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37.     The   above analysis  suggests that,  at  low lévele of economic development, 

the   distinctive features  of each country seem to outweigh  the similarities, 

at  least   us  far as steel   consumption is concerned.     The volume of steel   con- 

sumption  in one sector of the  economy  is determined   quite   independently  of the 

consumption in another,   and  the  sector pattern of steel use  is quite different 

in each  country,  depending- on  the specific type and speed  of development  of 

one  or another sector.    This  is true even if the countries are grouped accor- 

ding to  their principal  economic activity.    The steel statistics for agricul- 

tural  exporters,  e.g. Argentina,  ¿razil,  Pakistan,  Thailand,  UÄR and Uruguay 

show no  common features5    neither do those for the exporters of mining 

products,   e.g. Chile,  the JJemocratio Republic of the Congo and,   to a lesser 

extent,   the Philippines and Malaysia.    Even among the oil-producing countries, 

the pattern of steel consumption reveals few similarities except'for steel 

tubes  and  pipes.    On the other hand,  the agricultural exporting countries 

as a group  tend to show features which are distinct from the mining and pet- 

roleum exporting countries.    Although the £er capita figure for steel con- 

sumption was lower in the agricultural countries, than in the mining and 

petroleum economies,  the  product pattern of steel use in agricultural and 

mining countries was remarkably si.ilar, with percentages for single products 

Bhovving differences of no more  than five percentage points  between the  country 

groups.     The pattern of consumption in the petroleum producing countries 

was,   by  contrast,  appreciably different,  particularly in re£jpect  t0 their 

heavy  consumption of tubes and heavy and light  sections, with a lower share 
for sheets. 

38.    In oummary,  it would appear to be very difficult to find meaningful rela- 

tionohipe  between steel consumption (¿er capita or aggregate) and the rat, of 

growth or the level of development for developing countries?    consistent r- 

lationenips of this type,  as they have been proved for industrial countries Ù 

6/ Cf.   also long-term Trends and Pmhl«,.• »f the I 
ECB,  Geneva, l^u, page  u¿ gt"Se7~ "—* european Steel Industryr 

/. * • 
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begin to  appear at much  .ore advanced stages of econome development      n-> 

countries  coramonly classified as «developing« portray 8Uch a diVer,itv of 

econome experience that  comparison,  between them are of little   value eve, 

when they are statistically possible.    The  same may be oaid for  comparso,- 

between two or more developing countries over a period of time.     Until  th, 

manufacturing sector develops beyond a certain point, i.e.   -»hen  an incite 

number of identical steel-intensive articles begin to be produced,  ,teel oor- 

sumption is almost entirely directed towards unique, i.e.   non-current, yro]ec%., 

whose development depends on local,  exogeneou. factors ouch as  the pattern'of 

raw material resources,   the climate,  location, political and acciai structure 

etc.     In many cases, these projects create new steel demand, not  only through 

replacement demand, but  also through new industries which may grow around 
then« 

39.     What remains to be  shown is the origin of steel supply in different 

type* of countries, i.e.  the proportion of domestic or foreign-produced 

(imported) steel held in th. total.    As stated in the first part  of the present 

paper, international trade in steel has been growing at a rapid pace, par« 

ticularly in connexion with the exchange of products „on* industrialized 

countries.    Although most of those countries are global net-exporter, of steel 

they also depend on imports for particular products, i„ the production of which 

another country may have a comparative advantage!    similarly, they export their 
own specialties to their trade partners.« 

1/ 
Il ÌILÌ !L!Î\CU îed ^î at PreS8nt* alffl08t haif of *he *°rld trade 
îît•« Î ! %°fvBUOh 9XGhanS^n °f specialties, the remainder of 
ÌÀlTlìlIni **** ì*Ìn*J0* "°•^ deficits«, in 193?, »exchan^ 
trade    was not more  than 24 per cent of the total, and -deficit covering» 
Sí l/T"?*? f0r three qUartera 0f international trade, which ¿wn 
the growing international division of labour in the field of iron'and 
íwLPí° Ï      ?n*.     °r m0re details» see World Trade in Steel and Steal 
STffJ? geveUplnff Countries, a study prepared under the auspice» of the 
SCI Stesi uommittee  (chapter III),    the method of calculation is also 
explained there in more detail. 
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-/.     l'he very  l'o-.v dovelopin.r ce un triée vit h a sizable  domestic  iron  and   steel 

uuu.-tvy have  all made  considerable  progrese ir. recent years in the  attempt 

to  reluce the   Eiv.e of  the deficit   in steel  consumption  that tuuat  be  covered 

by  importe..     ïhiu is   brought   out   by data,  fiven  in  tat;!e 14 belov;,   on 

domes tir  production uc a  percentage  of apparent  consumption in selected 

ui inr.triali-od  cour.trien arid   in  the  few developing countries for which 

o ta ti.ît, ics are  avails ble. 

4L    The share of individual  steel products of domestic origin in the  total 

apparent  consumption of each product has also been calculated?    data are 

driven in  table 15 for India and Latin America.    It should be noted that in 

India,   the erection of new ateel plants in Bilhai,  Durgapur and Rourkela 

hue led,  for mo3t finished-steel products,  te a decrease in the size of 

definita,,  which are now rather insignificant in  the  case of rails,  sections 

and vir-  rods;    for hoop and narrow strip, as well as wire, home production 

now covers more than three quarters of domestic consumption. In Latin 

America,   the situation is further advanced:    Brasil,  Chile and mexico have 

rapidly-expanding   and well-equipped iron and steel  industries and are now 

covering more   than 90  per cent of requirement«.    Other countries depend on 

importa  to a much higher decree,  since their own production is insufficient   • 

(Argentina,  Colombia,   Peru,   Venezuela) or since production of iron and steel 

has not yet  been started.    The figures in table 15 show that,--*-; t.  i\ v railw^ 

traek material,   tubes  and fitting    and tinplate,   deficits have declined to. 

2U-25 per cent  of total uae  of individual  products.     In  this context,   however, 

it nhould be boine in mind  that these are only "apparent" deficits,  baaed on 

fiaren  referring to steel  demand that was satisfied from either domestic or 

foreign  oourees.    In these countries,  certainly there is a steel demand which 

could not be met by imports since there was no foreign exchange available to 

pay for  them or there were other obstacles (tariffs,  contingents etc.)  to 
importa. 

42.    establishment of domestic iron ana steel industries in developing countries! 
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leads to a change  in the product  pattern oí >-,U', 1   ¡.•1„1,t,.    n„ 

produced steel   íR  aubatituted for  certain produci:-.      .n  tsc   o.rj,   ;.t.;.-,. •"".• 

development,   the  product patterns  of conauaptior. and  produ.-tiu; Lurüi •    "' 

diverge widely,   and  the product  mix of domestic uutput  i,  Lur^lv .iict-'.-i 

by financial   possibility and  the  available technical   knov^w.^t J- t> ••,- 

reflecting the  trend  in the structure of demand.     ä,e  brouu  Uneu of iipVP^ 

ment in the product  pattern of output may be uurnmarized as follow,. 

43.    In the early stages of industrialists,   the decisive  atop ltl  ftvr, th(, 

production of iron casting (oaat-iron pipes) and li^ht for^n onlv,  to V , 

rolling of small  sections and bars (concrete reinforcement barn) of „ire 

rode and,  if the sise of the market should justify the building of a roi lin.- 
mill,  for rails.    Rolling of Ught BeetionB and ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

ae early as 1911,  in Mexico in 1914,  in Bra.il in V}2%  in south .frica in 

1926, and in Chile in 1938.    Rails* were produced in India from 1915 onwrd" 

in Brazil before 1935 and in South Africa in 1935.    In all of these countriL, 

wire rods (and,  in Argentina, aleo wire) were among the firet producto to 
be made domestically. 

Table 14 

gom^tic  production as a  proportion of apparat oonuumutinn.   u. 
1937.   1950.   1957.  1960 and   1 Q^f l *~ 

(percentages;    total apparent consumption - lût)) 
Çou£tr£ 

Het«»expoytera 

Belgium-Luxembourg 

France 

Federal Republic of Germany 

United Kingdom 

Japan 

Soviet Union 

Czechoslovakia 

i2ii   m¿   mi   im   im 

320 274 345 4 i Ì2'( 

129 161 133 1*4 115 
120 121 117 117 111 
117 121 119 111 112 

99 115 102 114 127 

99 102 103 loi lio 
128 112 loi lü4 12'; 
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Country mi 1230 1251 I960 1261 

Ne t-importers 

united States 105 102 105 100 Q8 

Italy 97 97 101 89 37 

Netherlands - 26 39 61 67 

Sweden 66 66 73 79 9- 

Switzerland 18 21 25 18 16 

India 61 84 51 65 80 

Argentina 

Brazil 17 

33 

74 

53 

78 

43 

84 

65 

91 

Chile - 34 78 '   80 93 

Mexico 49 53 67 85 90 

Colombia - - 15 44 42 

Egypt r 4 37 46 54 

Venezuela - 1 1 9 44 

Sourçet Calculated from The European Steel Market,  {several years) ICE, 
data for 19 V?. 19% and Í957 front    Iion^-Term Trends arai Proto!««« 
of the European Steel Industry. LCB. Geneva, 1959t PP-  27 &«d 28» 

XiMe 15 

Domestic production as percentages of apparent consumption-' 
in India and Latin America, 1955 to 1964 

1963 | ridia ¿as I960 1963 Mi 1964 

Railway-track material 53.5 45.0 50.0 69.2 75.3 1QQ.0 

Heavy and light sectional 
Wir« roda 

75.0 
88.0 
84.5 

93.0 
95.0 

94.C 
91.0 

94.0 
89.1 

94.3 
83.1 

Strip 16.6 30.6 64.2 53.0 60.0 78.3 

Plates ) 
Sheets ) 67.9 

71.3 
47.Í 

70.6 
50.9 

84.0 
67.0 

76.6 
71.1 

«9.3 
67.2 

Tube» and fitting» n.a. 56.2 79.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Wire 40.9 26.3 37.5. 39.5 47.5 75.5 
Tinplate 56.9 47.0 67.0 68.8 67.9 62.5 

Wheels, tyres and axles 86.0 72.0 40.0 31.5 52.0 68.0 

a/ In finished-steel weight A- 
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Latin America             1955 1260 1961 1962 196 ) lv^i 

Railway-track material   8.3 14.9 30.0 27.8 ?c>.l i'l.'i 

Heavy and light sections 52.1 78.5 61.0 83.8 84.0 8').t' 

Wire rods             96.0 97.7 95.9 95.0 3r),o 93.3 

Strip                70.1 72.5 73.0 79.0 8o. ü 80.0 

Plates              32.8 37.8 56.3 55.0 71.0 87.0 

Sheets              26.3 72.1 65.9 74.0 73.1 71.0 

Tubes and fittings      6.1 43.5 50.0 46.5 39.0 52.7 

Tinplate             5«8 33.2 47.6 50. c 30.3 29.1 

Sourcet The European Steel Market, ECB, Geneva, (various ins 
Iron and Steel Annual Statistics, 1965» London, 1966 

ues) j and 

44*    The next step in the development of national steel production is,  in the 

majority of cases,  the rolling of flat products.    Plates and sheets are the 

usual starting point,  followed by narrow strip and tinplate.    Domestic produc- 

tion of sheets is often preceded by the operation of galvanizing plants based 

on imported sheets.    While cast-iron pipes are produced at rather early 

stages of development of domestic iron and steel industries,  steel tubes and 

pipes normally follow much later.    Usually, production of welded tubes io 

initiated first, using locally-produced flat products;    the production of 

seamless tubes is generally undertaken later,  in view of the high investment 

costs and the technical difficulties in producing a high quality of aemi-fini:jhed 

and finished tubes. 

45. The picture outlined above is necessarily incomplete}    however, present 

examples of nascent steel industries seem to confirm it, even though,  in some 

countries, the production of flat products or tubes may be introduced at 

early stages if the size of demand, the financial possibilities an/I technical 

know-how permit this. 

The impact of technological developments on production of iron and steel in 
developing countries 

46. The iron and steel industry, particularly in the field of technical 

developments,  is a dynamic and progressive industry.    In the past twenty years, 
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characterized   by rupi'i 

of 

it   ha 3  gone   throagh  a  I- . riu-J   oi   proîouni   "nat.í 

J^Vtloprrier.t i:; metal laivicai ,vio:cu ani, ir. the fieli oi' économies, oí 

production, by a streng tendency ^wardj the use of increasingly-large 

ani ni"-hiy-pru .iuctivy equipment, bu foro cor.si derat i an of a few of the 

problème that may arise*, an a result of technological developments, in 

setting up iron and steel works iti developing countries, a brief descrip- 

tion vili be Riverì of the main features of the technology of iron and 

atee!   production. 

47.    The   production of finished  iron ami steel  products io carried out in 

the majority of cases,  in  integrated planta (comprising the full  cycle of 

the  process  from iron melting through rolling of finished  products),  with 

crude  steel   capacities ranging from  *?00,*000 tone,  to large units of 4 - 5 

million tons or more a year.    The  process leading to production of finished 

iron and  steel  products involves  the  following mam otages s 

(a) Iron ere,   in u crude or prepared stage,  together with flux 
material a,  is smelted in blast-furnaces (or,   te a  lesser extent, 
in other iron-making installations),  using coke (sometimes 
together with other solid or liquid fuels)   both as a source 
of energy and a reducing agent. 

(b) kost of the resulting pig-iron is used while still  liquid,   to- 
gether with scrap,  in the  production of crude steel,   the  remainder 
being transformed into  cast-iron product«.     Crude  ¿steel  is made in 
open hearths,  electric  furnaces or converters.    The last-mentioned 
group compri ce s acid aessemer»  basic  /e s semer (Thomas)  ario  top- 
blown oxygen converters,   of which the LL-type  (and its variants) 
and the Kaldo and   -e', r vessels are  the most  important. 

(o)       Most of the crude steel  output,  once cast  into ingots,  undergoes 
further processing in rolling mills or forging shops?     part of it 
is used for production of steel castings.    Hot-rolling of 
steel is carried out  in  successive stages,  in primary mills  (where 
ingots are transformed     into  semi-finished products,  e.g.  bloom;;, 
billets and  si: bs)  and   in finishing*mills (which transform semi- 
finished  products into  a  large variety of forms,   e.g.  rods,  bars, 
light and heavy sections,  wire,  rails,  sheet,  strip,  plate and 
tubes),    .¡ention is made here of the continuous casting process, 
which eliminates   tre  casting of ingots and their rolling in primary 
mills,  by  casting liquid  steel  directly into the form of semi- 
finished products. 

/... 
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(dì      Hot-rolled steel products are either sold as such or ti.m.iuit... Ì 
(   }       into products of further improved quality by  cold-roll^ an 

forming,  and by heat treatment;    auch product* are:     cold-rolKni 
IZTv fnd sheeí,  cold-rolled sections (also obtained by bondir,,  01 
strip),  cold-drawn sections,   bars and rods,  wire, welded  til1^ 
eîc!    Furthermore, hot- and cold-rolled products ar, îre^ntly 
coaied wïth other metals  (zinc,  lead, tin,  aluminum) or material, 
(plastics)  for surface protection against corrosion. 

(e)      An improvement in the quality of steel products i« also obtained 
throw* alloying the steel,   in liquid stage,  with  other ineUln, 
suchfs aluminium,  copper, manganese, nickel,  Bllieiu», and 
vanadium, or combinations of these. 

48.    Mention has been made of the trend in industrialized countries towards 

using and developing equipment of large capacity in view of the well-known 

advantages of economies of scale.    These developments, which have led m 

industrialized countries to the creation of large integrated plants, sorvmg 

large markets, are sometimes a barrier to establishing iron and steel works 

in developing countries.    In some cases,  their markets are too small-even 

if they have grown since the initial stages of industrialization - to keep 

«»ployed, at an economic rate, the high-capacity equipment offered by th« 

heavy engineering industries.    Furthermore, it is at least theoretically 

true that the quantities of individual steel products needed in relatively 

~U entities in developing countries during the early stages of develop- 

ment can be produced and could be supplied at lower cost for the users by 

the long-established steel-reducing countries, where they may represent 

.arginai quantities produced on the large-sized equipment mentioned above. 

49.   The latter point is only valid in the short-run,  and not in a situation 

where foreign exchange is unavailable even for the lowest-priced steel 

sports.    On the other hand, lack of iron- and steel-making equipment that 

«an be economically operated in a relatively small market and car. be expanded 

once industrialisation and steel consumption have gained momentum, represente 

a maáor problem.    It would seem that in the field of pig-iron and crude 

steel production,  smaller-si.ed installations exist,    mention should be made 

/... 
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of examples where  low-shaft furnaces are successfully operated,  either in 

combination with iron foundries  (spun-iron  pipes)  or with smaller LD- 

converters.    However,  the main  problem continues to be  the rolling and 

finishing installations which,   at the same  time,  account  for most of the 

equipment  cost.      k modern primary mill (blooming) may have a capacity of 

1-4 million tens a year,  1 million tons being enough to  supply the  present 

annual  need;: of sections and bars of all of Africa.    An  efficient wire-rod 

mill  produces about  4 million tons, which corresponds to four times  the 

total use of this product in Latin America.     A similar situaxion obtains in 

the field of flat products}   wire-strip mills of recent  construction have 

capacities of 4.5 million tons,  which largely exceeds the present eonsuo|>- 

tion of total flat   products in Latin America. 

50.    In this respect, high hopes have been placed - also because of savings 

in investment expenditure - in the development of continuous casting machines 

and their possible use in developing countries.    Apart from the problem of 

training a highly-skilled operating and maintenance staff, it appears that 

the most successful  use of these installations at present is in producing 

a very  limited range of qualities and sizes of steel products (preferably 

small- and medium-sized semi-finished products) in large quantities. 

However,  a relatively limited market would  involve the  possibility of 

producing a large variety of sizes and qualities, in relatively small batches, 

for which the economic operation of continuous casting machines does not yet 

appear  to be possible. 

51.    It  is understandable that  in the past,   research in the field of equip- 

ment production ha^ been mainly adapted to  the needs of industrialized 

countries,  inasmuch as they produced and consumed more  than 90 per cent of 

the world steel output.    Furthermore, steel  plants in these countries have 

provided the  operational experience required for large-scale development of 

the equipment needed to satisfy markets which Had extended beyond national 

boundries through   the increasing exchange  of specialties.    However,   the needs 

of developing countries would  appear to justify fully the attempts  made thus 

A- 
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far to produce,   and operate economically,   smaller-sized  iru-t ruu.er.t.'  of 

production adapted to the  needs and cxze of markets  in some oí' the-  develop- 

ing countries!     there would appear to be room for concerted interno t,i>t,al 

action to intensify further research in this field. 

52. In markets where the vast  size of the  country alone would moan a volume 

of demand corresponding to the  capacity of modern equipment,  e.g.   brasil 

and India,  such equipment  is being used.     However,   even the  largest  of the 

developing countries cannot yet make use of the rolling rnillo of very  large 

capacity (mentioned, above).    It is for this reason that attempts to create 

regional groupings and common markets often originate  in the iron and steel 

industry.    The  classic examples of the European Coal and Steel Community and 

of the steel  industry organization of the Council for Mutual Kconomic Assis- 

tance have been followed by similar efforts (e.g.   in '.Vest Africa rmd Latin 

America) which, however, have not achieved visible success. 

53. A further problem arising from the rapid technological progreso in 

industrialized countries,  and from the fact    hat  standard equipment  is 

adapted to their needs and to their skill of operation,  is the shortage or 

even lack of adequately trained personnel  in developing countries.    The train- 

ing of skilled labour and technical personnel for the  iron ani rteel   industry 

takes a relatively long period of time.    Despite a generally ««ell-advanced 

state of automation, many operations require interventions based on jui,»H.ent 

and experience,  by workers.    Even in the well-established steel-produoing 

countries, new installations will only reach full capacity ana pro luce u 

satisfactory product after several months of experience.    In developing 

countries, the  shortage of qualified workers to be directly attached  to the 

production process is further aggravated by the need for highly-qualified 

maintenance and repair personnel. 

54.    The training of the number of workers needed to man an integrated  ir.n 

and steel plant with capacity of 1 million tons of crude steel a yeur often 

poses difficulties and requires considerable time;    a plant of tnr  size 

employs about  10,000 workmen (as distinct  from engineers,  teconi^iar.:: and 
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administrative personnel).    Although a good deal  of the training in a new 

plant  can be undertaken by foremen and technicians,  considerable  schooling 

is required;    moreover, the minimum technical  skills needed may take years 

to develop in a given population group. 

55.    In countries where a ¡steel  industry already exists,  the establishment 

o^ n new plant  can be facilitated by training,  well in advance,   a large 

proportion of the personnel required and by transferring,  or assigning 

temporarily to the new structure,  experienced personnel from the existing 

plant.    On the international level,  progress has been made in the past ten 

years in providing assistance for technical training.    Many facilities are 

now provided under bilateral aid programmes.    Among the services available 

from international  organizations,  special mention should be made of the 

uxten3ive training activities carried out by the International Labour 

Organization,  the  technical assistance provided under the United Nations 

Development Programme, and the in-plant group training programmes for engineers 

and technicians which are sponsored by UNIDO.    The training for foremen, 

technicians and engineers, provided by the suppliers of equipment prior to 

or during the construction of an iron and steel plant, should also be 

mentioned. 

56.    The level of investment expenditure for setting up iron and steel plants 

ie also closely connected to the type and size of steel-making,    -rolling 

and -finishing equipment which is now being designed or offered.    It ie 

difficult    to derieve »typical» examples of investment costs since they are 

determined by a variety of factors other than the price and size of plant and 

équipaient.    Such t .ctors include the exact geographical location of a plant 

(distance to iron ore or coal deposits, rivers,  canals, deep-water ports, 

markets);    the type of processes used for production of pig-iron,  crude 

steel and rolled steel»    the type of product to be produced}    the quality of 

raw materia ¿to be used-,    the price and wage levels obtaining in a given 

country etc.    As a rule of thumb,  it is commonly assumed that an investment of 

US S30O per annual  ton of crude steel capacity is required for an integrated 
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plant of 1 million tons annual output.     This  figure seetno  to be  confirmed 

by recent experience in building entirely new plants.    Thui-,   the firot 

stage of the PiaÇaguera plant of the Companhia Siderurgica Pavlicta 

(COSIPA)  in Brazil, having a crude steel  capacity of 300,000 tone a year, 

required total  investments of US $192 million,  or US S 362 per ton of annual 

crude steel capacity.    Taking into account that the plant has only half of 

the capacity assumed for the "rough" figure of US $300 per ton, and that 

part of the equipment is laid out for further expansion ox the plant, the 

difference of US $82 appears to be of little significance.    The planners 

of the plant had originally foreseen total costs of US $170 million, or 

US $340 per ton of crude steel capacity.    This figure comprised the following 

iteras (percentages)! 

Table 16 

Bstitnated investment expenditure 
Fia «güera plant of COSIPA (Brasil) 

Percentage of total cost Iteta 

Plant and equipment i 

Material handling 

Sinter plant 

Coke plant 

Power station and distribution 

Blast-furnace plant 

Steel plant 

Rolling mills 

General facilities 

Labour costs 

Material costs 

Freight costs 

Other costs 
Total 

53*2 

2.2 

1,4 

5.2 

5.6 

4.5 
4*0 

25.5 

4.8 

17.3 

21.1 

5.1 

100.0 
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^7.     Che  breakdown  of  invest merit  expenditure given above  snows  that  a 

considerable   part  may be  contributed  within the country and  need not  be 

imported,  against   payment  of usually  scarce  foreign exchange.     It  would 

appear that most  i toma other than  "plant and equipment",-  i.e.   one  quarter 

to almost one  half of  the expenditure - can  be of domes tir     rigiri,     in a 

country  like  Brasil,   it may even  be  possible   to produce  part   of  the equip- 

ment locally,   particularly equipment  for "material  handling" or general 

facilities".     However,   the .|y5-14o "allien worth of equipment which would 

have  to be imported  utili represents a  considerable burden in connexion with   . 

the balance of paymentG situation  (for comparison«     Brazil's total  imports 

of "engineering products",  !•<?•   LUTO",   section 7,  excluding transport equip- 

ment,  amounted in  I964 to not more   than $US 246 million). 

Secondary effects of and difficulties encountered in establishing an iron 
and steel industry  in developing countries 

58.    The positive effects of establishing and operating an iron and steel 

plan»,  in n developing country have often been described.     Jome of the 

effects only  become apparent in  tne  lor.,--run,  oir.ee  the impact which the 

iron and steel   industry has on progress   in general  industrialization takes 

time   UJ materialise?     other effects   become evident  at ftn early stage,  during 

the   luilding of the  plant as well  as  after the  ¡start of operations.    The 

first ei'fecta are   the creation of employment and the generation of income. 

Ao pointed out above»  a goo I deal of  the investment  for the construction of 

a.  plant may be contributed from domestic sources.    ..¡any people  find employment 

aa building workers at Bhilai,   India,   for example,  60,000 were employed  in 

the contraction of  the  plant,  ore mines and a town  for 100,üCü persons. 

Further    jobs are  created in tie  corresponding expansion or setting up of 

the  ' ransport  system and,  since a steel-works is a  large consumer of energy» 

in the  building and  operation of power plants and coal mines. 

59.    The other main beneficial effect  is the    saving of foreign exchange, 

which  occurs as  soon as  locally-produced iron and  steel can be  substituted 

for some of the  imports.     Indeed,   the  expectation of obtaining a greater 
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quantity of iron and 3teel  producta for a ,>>'iver. expenditure of  ¡'on- in: 

exchange is one of" the main motives for initiating Jome.-tie pro.tue! i..-n. 

Developments in the international  steel market during t:,u  past avendo,  wi.iei. 

led   to a spectacular fall  in export  prices,  have  in  uome  ea^a di^courag»^ 

the  expansion or construction of plants in importing countries;,   or havu 

created difficulties for existing enterprises,  particularly aitice costs of 

production tend to be rather high during the early years of operation  and 

to compare unfavourably with the low prices of  imported steel.    However,  evt-n 

with the low level  of export  prices,   calculations for LaHn American i-ountrte; 

have shown that,  theoretically, a plant producing 300,000 tons of bars and 

profiles a year would,   through foreign exchange savings,   pay back the   foreign 

exchange component of investments over a period of about  five years;     for a 

flat-products plant of 500,000-ton capacity,  the foreign exchange compon»;t.t. 

of investments would be returned in about ten years.-/ It should be noted, 

however,  that the hypothetical  cost  figures used in  these calculations are 

probably too low,  since they refer to a situation where capacity  is fully 

used and theoretical productivity actually attained, and  since assembly and 

operational costs in Latin America are generally ui/*er than those that an- 

assumed for the hypothetical cost calculations used for deriving Mie  foreign 

exchange savings per ton.    This would appear to indicate that,  although 

there certainly are savings of foreign exchange through import substitution, 

their exact level  (and hence the length of th* period of time required  Lu 

pay back the foreign exchange component of investments made) will depend 

on a yreat many local factors which muat be analysed in detail before a 

decision for setting up an iron and steel plant can be taken. 

8/ Proceedings. United Nations Interregional Symposium on the Application of 
Modern Technical Practices ia the Iron and Steel Industry to Developing 
Countries. Prague, Geneva/November 1963,  p. HO.  (Sales Mo»  64.II• B.7/ 
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60, Among the beneficial effects, mention must also be made of the impact 

that the availability of iron and steel products (at satisfactory prices) 

will have on the activity in, or the establishment of, the main consuming 

sectors. In the earlier stages of development, these sectors are mainly 

construction and some of the metal-using industries, which produce hardware 

and cutlery, tools and agricultural implements, certain types of machinery 

etc. In this respect, it is fortunate that the types of products required 

in a country on the road to industrialization are also relatively simple to 

produce, without the high general levels of technical skill or the heavy 

investment needed for the complicated equipment to turn out steel producta 

of a higher stage of 'finishing. 

61. AB to the possible negative effects of the establishment and operation 

of an iron and steel industry, the temporary burden on the balance of 

payments caused by imports of steel plant equipment, constructional steel» 

building machinery, transport equipment etc. has already been mentioned. 

However, this appears to be unavoidable once the decision to build a national 

steel industry has been takenj appropriate arrangements, of course, have to 

be made for credit facilities and for keeping a balance with other import 

requirements. If, on the other hand, the import of iron- and steel-making 

raw materials, such as ore, coke or coal and scrap is a regular feature, this 

would endanger the balance of payments situation of most developing countries. 

3o far, there is no example of a developing country that has, or intends, to 

set up iron and steel works without having at its disposal any of the necessary 

raw materials! it is only the lack of coking coal in certain countries of 

Latin America that forces them regularly to import coal for blending. In 

1964, Argentina spent $US 14 million (or 1.4 per cent of the value of all com- 

modity imports) for the import of coal, coke and briquettes, of which the bulk 

was used in metallurgy; in Brazil, the value of such imports in the sas» year > .. 

was nearly $US 30 million (2.3 per cent), and in Chile, $26 million (0.9 per 

cent). A similar situation obtains in Algeria, and it will obtain in most 

other African countries when their iron and steel production reaches a sizable 

scale. 

A.. 
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62. One of the main problems in erecting iron and steel plants in developing 

countries is to secure finance; since the price of equipment and the costs of 

its installation are comparatively high, the necessary funds cannot often be 

raised within the country alone.   However, new iron and steel plants sometimes 

are not profitable for a number of years and thus offer little incentive for 

foreign private capital investment.    In cases where the suppliers of equipment 

advance loans or make direct investments in developing countries, these are 

generally guaranteed by governments or by inter-governmental agencies. 

63. For Ü»e Governments of developing countries, investment in a new iron and 

steel plant may represent a heavy drain on financial resources.    A3 1   result, 

steel projects are often financed jointly by the Government  u the receiving 

country» international financial institutions, grants or loans from foreign 

Governments, equipment producers and, sometimes, by enterprises of the iron and 

steal industry through establishing subsidiaries abroad or serving as technical 

advisers. 

64    Another question that arises in discussing the effects of starting national 

steel production is whether it does stimulate steel consumption.    Theoretically, 

this should be the case, and there are a number of examples of countries where 

steel demand has increased faster than domestico production, with a consequent 

increase in imports of steel.   However, the examples of other countries, par- 

ticularly in Latin America and India,^ shows that an apparent »self-sufficiency* 

is attained, i.e. that imports shrink in volume, and this is at a level of appar' 

ent consumption £er capita which indicates clearly that saturation of demand is 

far from being attained.    This is certainly due to the lack of foreign exchange 

and to tariffs and other barriers to steel imports.    The main purpose of such 

barriers is generally to protect the balance of payments or a particular indus- 

try.    They also exist to raise extra revenue; to maintain standards of quality; 

to channel trading through selected importers etc.    These measures may take the 

form of fixed or ad valorem    tariffs, global or selective quotas,  import 
• m 

2/ Cf.  also table 15 above 
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liwncnizt  exchange  control  permite,   import   taxe?,   prior deposit  requirements, 

multiple exchange  ratuj. etc.^/ Tariffo and other duties   now applied in 

developing countries ratini  from 1 3  to  15 per rent ad valorem duties (in Bolivia) 

to 40-6O per  cent  in  India;   in Pakistan,   finished cteel  importe are tmbjee? tc 

a statutory duty of up   to 40 per cent,  plua 1 2'J per  cent defence surcharge, 

plus a 15 per cent sales  tax (total?   fiC per cent). 

6-5,    Such protective measures  to btimulate domestic  industry should not,  in 

theory, depress the level of consumption provided that only a change in the 

source of  tupply Ì3 involvqd. However,  consumption may be held back for the 

reason that domestic steel  is often more expensive  than imported steel or that 

for certain usôe of steel, other products are substituted.    Consumption levels 

may also be affected because centralised import restrictions are normally baaed 

on broad groups of steel products, although local production may not cover every 

type of steel in the group, i.e. some producta will not be imported because of 

high duties,  and they cannot be obtained locally. 

64    A similar stagnation of steel output and use may occur when the newly 

created domestic production is used merely as a substitute for the tonnage and 

range of steel products thus far imported,  instead of as a means of meeting 

growing demand from other ¡sectors.    Once this substitution haa been achieved, 

production may stagnate if no new outlets are created for it on the domestic 

market through appropriate planning of development of consuming sectors.    If 

the size of the plant has been selected to exceed the demand existing at the 

time of i tu  installation,   the rate of capacity use will to low and production 

coats per unit of output will be correspondingly high.    In some caaee,   this situ 

%iion has led to very low-priced exports of eteel from developing countries. 

Although this increases foreign exchange revenues,  it represents a sever« loss 

for the economy as a whole. 

10/ For moro details, see World Trade in Steel and Steel ¡jemand in Developing 
Countries,  chapter IV, 
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TTT.   REOTOEÂL CÜ-OFHHATIUÜ  ai: D L'TEüluulu" 

6 7.     Mention has already teen made of the few existing example, oV  ivgú-nal  co- 

operation and integration in the  iron and steel  industry and itQ market.    Li,- 

cuusion of the  impact of  technological developments on  iron and  fteol   , redac- 

tan in developing countries haa  shown,  among other  thin,*,   th:,t  the oœnomie* 

of large-scale production play an important role in iron- and cteel-UKikxng and 

that  there is,   therefore,  a strong tendency to enlarge markets,  al,o   through 

increased international division of labour,  i.e.   exchange of orecialtioa,  in 

order  to achieve a suitable volume of batches in rolling of  finished ntoel prod - 

uctB.     The economic  advantages of common markets for steel, as well  au common 

investment programmes, are evidenti however, political obstacle* hav, oft.n 

printed co-operation in the iron and steel industries of developing country, 

with the result  .hat,  in many cases, several leas-economic installations have 

been built instead of a large central unit which could have served identic 

markets at lower prices.    In this context,  it should be stressed  that leaving 

aside all foreign exchange difficulties, the products of a rolling mill of 

500,000-ton capacity would hardly be able to compete successfully  with product, 

from an installation with capacity of 5 million tons even though the latter 

products were transported over longer distances.    Therefore,  it would appear 

that regional co-operation and integration are an economic neceo it* which ha, 

to be met in order to achieve the desired progress in industrial development. 

TV. TRENIfc ANI) PROSI ECT>> 

6 a    It «ould exceed the acope of the present paper to provide a detailed 

assessment of future trends in both demand and supply of steel  ir,  inuivxcmal 

countries,    detailed studies of the expected growth of macro-economic indmatoB 

(in a global approach) or of the individual steel-conning inauctrv,, ( m tu», 

so-called sectoral approach) are needed to obtain a re.8on.Uy reliabl, fon- ^ 

cast.    *br the year 1970, however,  it is now possible  to give, on   the ba^ - 

too• plans or official forecasts, an impression of the expected development ... 

crude ateel output.    Grouped by regions,  the following picture emerge: 

/... 
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Table 17 

Likel.v trends of world crude steel production in 1970 
(in  thousands of tons and percentages) 

•/ 

Region 

Latin america 

Africa (excl. South Africa) 
and Middle East 

Par East (excl.  China 
(mainland) and Japan) 

Total developing coiai tries 

Total industrialized 

lb tal world (excl. China 
(mainland)) 

1965 

1000 t        1 

1 

loo" t 

8,205 

645 

8,12? 

16,977 

427,023 

444,000 

1.9   16,800 

0.1      2,500 

1.8   16,340 

3.8    35,640 

96.2 530,600 

£ 
3.0 

0.4 

2.9 

6.3 

93.7 

Rate of growth, 

1?65 - 1970 
compound) 

15.4 

31.1 

15.0 

16.0 

4.45 

5.00 100.0 566,240    100.0 

69.      The figurée reveal that th« developing countries as a group will proba- 

bly increase further their share in the total world production of ste«l.    Th« 

growth rates over the five years, I965 - 1970 are rather high and show that 

eonniderabl© material and financial efforts are involved in creating new plants 

which can produce the  tonnages shown,    A comparison with the rates of increase 

during the period 1953 - 1965, given in the last column of table 1, reveals 

that the growth expected up to 1970 is faster (compound rates)! 

Table 18 

Cogparieon between growth rates in period 1953-1965 and estimated rat#a 

for 1965-1970 

latin Aaerica 

Africa and Middle East (excl. South Africa) 

Far East (excl. China (mainland)  and Japan) 

Total developing countries 

Total industrialized countries 

Tbtal world (excl.  China (mainland)) 

mmñ ms-im 
12.35 15.4 

17.3 31.1 

14.69 15.0 

13.55 16.0 

5.35 4.45 

5.5 5.00 

a/ Secretariat estimates for 1970. /... 
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70. The growth rate  shown for industrialized countries  is fallirli«.     Thau is 

due partly to  the well-known phenomenon of decreasing rates of incivnne at 

higher levels of development, and partly to  the present situation of over- 

capacity for steel-making which results in a slowing down in the rate of inveot- 

ments. 

71. Some statement should be added on the further developments expected 

between 1970 and 1975-    ^ situation for 1970 could be sketched rather easily, 

in view of the time needed  to bring into being investment projects in the iron 

and steel field, and in view of the considerable information on  the plans and 

projects which will come into operatxon by 7 370.    A ferecast for 1973, however, 

squires the detailed analysis described at the beginning of the present e-xtxn. 

The first results of a study of this type,  carried out under the auspices of ih. 

EOE Steel Committee *H show that world cr^de steel output may grow between 

1970 and 1975 * * further 3.5 to 4 per cent a year, to reach a volume of 650- 

685 million tons.    Output in developing countries can also be expected to 

inerirne* further, although at a slightly lower rate than in the preceding five- 

year period.    A rate of increase on the order of 13 - 14 per cent a year may be 

expected, i.o. nearly a doubling of capacity during the five years,   this wall 

involve a considerable economic effort, particularly if account is taken of the 

required corresponding investments in the consuming sectors.    The rate of 

increase in output in industrialized countries may not be higher than 3 - 4 per 

cent a year, however,  taking into account the rather high W likely to be 

attained in 1970, such ft «*>*«*" »t. of increase will mean the building of 

about 80 - 90 million tons of new capaci*,  which represents a considerable 

task. 

U/ *f» w*ylfi Ihikst-for.IrM-OSaf ECE» aeìltìVa< 
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'''*      iV   |!J'' :" nt  ^'r -•-  ir-vi.iod a  rurvoy of   tí.-  Hnf.al   ..; tuaH  n of   -h- 

ir- n ar.d   L.t,,..i   indu^trjy and  it.- narketr   in   >r<}, r   •.,  ¿:iV(J an iKipr.   ::i. n  .jf   th,. 

bnoktT<.und a^innt  which   th-   development   pr ..T,_,' ¿:-  and problems • ;   th.- y<   mt<; 

••-i.... 1   iu-hn-tri, :; have  t<>   b.- vi-w.-d.     It har   h ,n pointed out   that   the   rr -.:, nt. 

.-•itunti'-n of the ut.,., a mark. t. ie not   favourable   t-    lar^.-^l,   expansion of 

'••a-'-jtv-   .-.inc.-   a oomúd- rnbl-   p-a t of   th-    we-rldV   .• t...... 1-produ- ti,r; ..quii m- -nt 

i.-,  now   idi.;.     Th.- ..-n-.uiníf .i-cti n gave,  a  l:-¿. f decripti• jf  the eharac i-.-rii-.tiOi: 

••-f   th-    industry  and  iV nark- to,   ohowin^ that,  t¡. ox t   te   th,- en.-truoiion  o., ctor, 
fh     ^.•t.-..]-tr.mí-i-.,I1r.infr irriti, tri, .   aiv   ti,   !.v,j».    oM   I for iir.n and  ¿teol  r-vduH,. 

VU¡.-  Ir.a^t out cl.-rl.v   Unt   ,vr d,^ lop^,* •,  »!/n-,s   - r -cUon rf nai/i-.rrol 

• t-..J   jrodiK-tjon n.u.-t M^.v  f«.  piv^.d.d.  ¡y   <!v ; ] annin, ? < r y. -¿1,1  , ut abH,.h- 

»•••M*  ,.f -• rii.mi.ri/jindiu--i.ri..-;-. 'JM   th-.  ini Lio.tr n ef lam-. eal^   ccnctrueU• ,n 

pr-jeot.-   (..fí.   the t.». ttiriÉ? up of infra-t-tru'-tur..:). 

M.       It   war .il;!.- determined that t. ehnol ^ical   t.r, ndo,  and the fact that large 

.calo production in  the iron and steel  industry is an economic noceaoity,  present 

a number of problema in connexion with  the building of stool plants in developing 

countriu«.    Bvon in countries where tho  aizo of the population would ultimately 

provide a market corresponding to largo-capacity equipment,  the demand during tho 

oarly ,tafíuS of development  is likely  to  be  too small  to  justify the  immediate 

building of (expensive) high-capacity plant»  in the smaller developing countries, 

the  uize of the market Would require the operation of medium-sized plante for which 

equipment of corresponding capacity cannot always bo found on the market.     From 

tboiic facts,  two recommendations for possible action by UNIE) are derived* 

(a) Heoearch should b.   carried out with regard to the construction of opti- 
muœ-capacity equipment, particularly in  tho field of etoel rolling 
moond:  t     th T      PtifflU! CTCity" refwrS  to «**P»*nt which corfe- »pond* tu  the requirements of a lina ted market fer a rather wide 

SSiSVioS•^!8 íbüth *B t0 dimuElonB and îualit^ * *H»- 
(b) ^ddÍuL;h0UlÍ  ^.Uf^rt^n   to ^lyB.  the pea,ibilxtieg  for regimai 

• ind ^ub-regional  integration ltt  the field of ircn and ct.el,   in order 

A.. 
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to provide  the possibility  to henofit fron, economics of largiscale 

production through: 
(i) Co-ordinataon of investment programmes for iron and stuel plant; 

(ii) Increasing the size of markets for individual products. 

,«        It is hardly possihle to make g. neral recommendations for governami 

poúcies to he pursued in setting up iron and steel works or expanding «luting 

installation*.    Iho reason is that, particularly during the early etage, ol ...cu- 

„omic and industrial development, any steel-making operation is deterged, as 

far as its sise and production programme are concerned, by its market, 

the kind, rate of growth and volume of demand.    Since the volume of demand 

depends on the type of economy and the level of industriali,, «ion   it as ne 

p08sihle  to make general recommendations on measures  to he taken to mee      he 

demand for iron and steel products.    It is evident, therefore, ^^ »* 

investment surveys are reared to assess the volume and product pattern of 

existing demand - the reeuired corresponding investment in ancil ary and steel- 

• . •     acoerienoe she« that ne» steel industrie, in developing coun- ting sector .    perlene«  eh« ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

tries have always been »oat sucoessiux wn»n 

sive industrial development programmo. 






